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Italo Pardo Urbanities, Vol. This article draws on long term fieldwork in South Italy to offer an analysis of
economic activities that take place at the margins of the law and of their relationship to the formal market. The
discussion addresses key questions on the extent to which the social and economic role of the varied forms of
individual and collective entrepreneurialism, and the attendant culture, is frustrated by policies inspired by a
culturally determinist approach and on the impact of such frustration on the relationship between citizenship
and governance. Relationships between formality and informality; autochthonous and ethnically mixed
enterprises; credit; stereotypes. Elsewhere Pardo and, with Prato, , I have argued for an anthropological
understanding of the moral and cultural complexity and social value of individual action Bloch and Parry ;
Pardo , ; Graeber ; Humphrey and Mandel eds ; O. Harris ; Prato Here, I heed this analytical sine qua non in
order to develop a better view of current economic processes Dilley, R. AlSayyad eds ; Galemba and, more
broadly, of key dynamics of legitimacy and legality Pardo ed. I refer, for example, to two conferences, one in
Gioiosa Marea, Sicily in the other in Corinth in convened by the Commission in Urban Anthropology http:
Edited volumes, now in preparation, will offer concerted reflections. This feeling must be understood in light
of the long-established view that Southerners are deeply corrupt and that Southern society is undermined by a
cultural sympathy with criminality. Case studies and participant observation among native Neapolitans and
immigrants in their dealings through the city and beyond help to illuminate their interactions with each other
and with the wider system. The discussion builds towards the empirically informed opinion that it is in the
context of the failed full integration of native people that the integration or failed integration of many
immigrants is cast and must be understood. A Summary Italy has repeatedly embodied complex social,
political and economic processes that have had international ramifications. In South Italy, such processes have
evolved in unorthodox, though potentially innovative ways but this has gone largely unrecognized and perhaps
opportunities have been lost. At least since the Unification of the country , the stereotype has become
entrenched that, bogged down by lack of trust in each other and by their amoral familism southerners are
politically and socially backward; narrow individualists who lack social responsibility and cannot be trusted.
Endorsed by generations of writers e. When exposed through judicial enquiries, such cases may well be
inflated and over-reported in the media, in the interest of sales. However, this by no means accounts for the
general situation. It is in such a scenario that over the past twenty-five years local rulers have responded to the
argument Gramsci While rhetorically opposing assistance and clientelism, and practising both Della Corte ;
Demarco , they have pursued selective policies particularly regarding access to credit and have
misappropriated public funds through corruption, for which they are on trial. The Formal and the Informal in
the Economy: Taking on such an empirical challenge has demanded steering clear of â€” unhelpful Wilk Such
a view of individual action in the economic sphere, and beyond, helps us to understand that, contrary to 5 See
the overviews offered by Smith , Losby et al. Schneider and Hart ; but compare with Pardo ed. Harris , Prato
and Bardhoshi Buechler ; Gudeman ; Seligmann ed. The ethnography that I have collected over long term
field research in Naples and in South Italy has brought out gradations of entrepreneurialism that draw on
access to community resources beyond official definition and allocation in defiance of attempts of the state to
regulate and extract revenue from the production, circulation and consumption of goods. Thus, many manage
to make a living, achieve an education and stay healthy. A variety of legal businesses rely on workshops that
produce goods illegally, evading tax on the purchase of raw materials and on the sale of finished products, as
well as employment tax and other welfare state contributions Guano A proportion of such products finds its
way into the legal market. On the contrary, far from being caught in a culture of short-term moves and
immediate goals, even informants with a disadvantaged background are actively engaged in the pursuit of
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betterment with, of course, various degrees of success. Informants from all walks of life recognize that many
and varied contacts are important in the pursuit of goals. Anthropological debate for example, Parry and Bloch
; R. Harris ; Pardo indicates that an astute answer must eschew confusion between individuality and
individualism; it must steer away from a conceptual opposition between being in community i. When people
cannot buy money officially, they borrow at low or no interest from friends and family. Only in desperation
will they consider borrowing from loan sharks, for here the considerable risks implicit in usury, i. Jane
Schneider has convincingly challenged such a dichotomy. Interactions Over the years, I have kept in touch
with my socially diversified informants and their networks, in many cases reaching outside Naples. A
collective reading of the field-notes from my last fieldwork11 brings out a classical theme in economic
anthropology Smith In some cases, the informal aspect is limited to fiscal matters; in others, it extends to a
proportion of employees, some of whom are foreign immigrants. Case-study material brings out important
dynamics in this evolving situation, which is now the object of an extended field research. Now in his early
thirties, he belongs to a family rooted into the Neapolitan sartorial tradition. He sold his share in the family
business and used the capital and a small bank loan to establish a workshop working for high fashion firms. As
his business expanded, so did the work force, only a proportion of whom operated in the workshop itself.
There, skilled employees made the cut and assembled the suits. Others did this job informally in their own
homes, avoiding tax on their cash earnings. Through three contacts â€”a local politician, an accountant and a
business lawyer â€” he pooled the necessary 11 I conducted this fieldwork between and and have updated the
empirical material through several fieldtrips. Having failed to obtain a bank loan for lack of sufficient
property-based guarantees and having ruled out loan sharks, Pietro used his savings and loans from family
members. Later, the politician helped him to obtain EU funding aimed at encouraging local development and
to secure grants from the Regional authority to employ immigrants and train local young people. A minority
works part-time. Pietro is particularly happy with two long-term Indian employees. He has trained family
members and friends to operate the machines that he has purchased using savings and money borrowed from
his social network. Aniello also employs part-time four immigrants: Aniello produces clothes for the informal
market roughly copying the original designs given to Pietro by the fashion designers. This new entrepreneur
stresses that he is not interested in the low-end of the market. The first part of her remarks tallies with what I
have been repeatedly told: The other lives with an Italian woman who works as a secretary for a local
accountant. Local entrepreneurs with the necessary funds, skills and contacts have specialized in better-quality
products, benefiting from a tradition of skilled work, fashionable design and good-quality materials. The
activities of Lello, a local trader in his late fifties whose career I have followed ever since we met in the s, will
help to clarify key dynamics at the distribution and sales end of this grey area between the formal and the
informal. Lello was thirteen when he left school and started contributing to the meagre family income by
working illegally, of course as an all-round assistant in a local clothes shop. Later, he found regular
employment in one of a chain of large shops and was soon noted by the management for his sales skills and
good relationships with suppliers. In his free time, Lello used the contacts he had made through his job to start
a small business selling ever larger quantities of informally produced, good-quality clothes to shop- and
stall-keepers across Naples and the Region. He dealt in cash and avoided paying tax on transactions, which
suited him and his suppliers and clients. Within five years, he opened a small shop in Naples. There, he sold
formally produced clothes, keeping the informal part of his business sufficiently small to escape the attention
of the law. About twenty years ago, Lello invested his savings in larger premises and involved his wife in the
expanded business. All along, he continued to travel throughout Italy. As he raised sufficient capital, he
opened a second shop in a tourist resort, which he entrusted to his children, who speak several languages.
Lello has recently employed assistants in the Naples shop a Pole and a Ukrainian , thus becoming free to
invest time and money in starting a third shop in a wealthy area, specializing in luxury clothes. It took him
three years to raise the necessary capital, for he could not borrow from banks he and his wife do not own
property and refused borrowing from loan sharks. The increasing presence of foreign immigrants and some of
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the changes in the market that I have outlined have played a key role in his new venture. Chinese products
have played a similarly important role. He saw an opportunity to raise money through the expansion of his
informal activity. Having diversified his suppliers, Lello now meets the demand of two different sections of
the market. He sells good-quality clothes in his Naples shops but, having found that stall-keepers especially
struggle with keeping up with the demand for cheap clothes, he has established profitable relationships with a
number of Chinese entrepreneurs who run workshops at the periphery of Naples. Conclusion Anthropologists
have long argued that, with its legitimacy at stake, governance must effectively address the kind of working
relationship with citizenship that is critical to the democratic contract. With reference to specific immigrant
groups, we have also seen how grassroots modes of action inform substantial, if informal, processes of
integration. In brief, raising important issues in disciplinary and interdisciplinary debate on the sociological
ramifications of grassroots moralities and actions that affect in recognizable ways the relationship between
agency and the system, the anthropological insights offered here point to the need for governance to devise
credible ways to address action that develops outside the existing law. Comparative case material Breman
suggests that in the current competitive 15 Official statistics apart, the huge presence of Chinese enterprises is
obvious. According to the Association of Chinese Commerce in Naples, around Resonating with central
themes in the literature Harrel , the rest operate in workshops located mainly in San Giuseppe Vesuviano, a
small town in the province which has been almost completely taken over by Chinese immigrants. Politics and
Society in Post-War Naples. The Moral Basis of a Backward Society. Rights, Struggle and Class Inequality.
Wage Hunters and Gatherers: Oxford University Press Buechler, H. Manufacturing against the Odds:
Small-Scale Producers in an Andean City. The Contemporary Relevance of T. University College London
Press. Analyses of Ideology, Discourse and Practice Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press Donati, P.
Reflections on the Ideas of Karl Marx. Making and Breaking Cooperative Relations. Toward an
Anthropological Theory of Value: Palgrave Gramsci, A Letteratura e Vita Nazionale. Nowell eds, Antonio
Gramsci:
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Diego Zanetti, Jesus 4 aprile , Ed. In the entire Province of Naples there are about authorized Groups. The
number of unauthorised and informal groups is unknown and quite impossible to know. They are also
distinguished by very dissimilar social, cultural, and symbolic capitals Bourdieu Di Gennaro, , Petrillo, ;
Laino To this aim, the notification service is really very useful. Thus users can only share information among
the members: Very often they consist of a bit of litanies, prayers and devotional songs. But do you have music
or should I give it to you? Thompson, connecting the concepts of media, memory and identity in the notion of
re-mooring of tradition Thompson, Via Toledo, where parades of paranza of fujenti were inconceivable only
ten years ago. Floral tributes continue on the area where Salvatore Giordano has deceased. Thanks for your
attention You can find these slides on Academia. Feminism, Religion, and Politics in Italy. Politics, tradition
and aesthetics in the modern social order, Cambridge, Polity Press. Economy, Society and Culture, Vol.
Contributo a una storia religiosa del Sud, Milano, Il Saggiatore, Recupero, Valorizzazione, Manutenzione nei
Centri Storici: Un tavolo di confronto interdisicplinare. A methodological exploration, http: Politiche urbane a
Napoli a cavallo del secolo, Milano, Franco Angeli. Myth, Power, and Cyberspace, Cambridge, Mass. Studies
in Popular Music, London, Routledge. Boston, MA, Beacon Press.
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Dr Burnier is a consultant to various local governments on cultural issues applied to working-class education.
Her recent publications include, Burnier, S. His research focused on race and ethnic residential patterns and
ethnic business. He has conducted research in Urban Anthropology since and has carried out fieldwork on
migration in Mainland China, Malaysia and Canada. Her scientific interests include protest, riots and
resistance, youth cultures, ethno-medicine and public health. She has worked in many fields of social work
and is currently managing a team of mobile youth street workers in Vienna. He has carried out extensive field
research in England and Italy. Dr Pardo has produced substantial work in Economic and Political
Anthropology and, over the last fifteen years, in the Anthropology of Legitimacy and the Law. He is the
author of Managing Existence in Naples: He has edited, among others, Between Morality and the Law: She is
currently completing an anthropological monograph on Italian Paths to Democracy. Her recent publications
include the edited volume Political Ideology, Identity, Citizenship and an essay on legal reforms in Albania, in
I. List of Contributors xi Paula G. Rubel has a PhD in anthropology from Columbia University. She carried
out fieldwork on the Kalmyk Mongol refugees who, in , settled in New Jersey and Philadelphia. Her doctoral
dissertation was published as The Kalmyk Mongols: Her research interests focus on consumption and
ethnicity. He is Director of the journal Papeles De Trabajo. This page has been left blank intentionally Chapter
1 Introduction â€” Beyond Multiculturalism: Prato In an article written in , titled Beyond the Multicultural
Ghetto, Ali Hossaini expresses his uneasiness with multiculturalism by briefly describing his family origin. He
was born, he says, in West Virginia to American parents. Hossain describes himself as an American citizen
and in the attempt to define his identity he refers to a dialogue from the film The Deer Hunter; having been
asked about the Russian origin of his surname, the soldier in question replies that it is American. With the aim
of grappling with the complexity of the current debate on this problematic issue, this volume brings together
revised and expanded versions of selected papers discussed at the XV International Congress of the
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, held in Florence in It also alerts us to
worrying dangers engendered by its application as an undisputedly benign political principle. Multiculturalism
has been passionately defended, criticized, defined and redefined. Those who support the project of
multiculturalism do so in the name of equality and civil rights, stressing its positive value for a tolerant society
and for the construction of social harmony. Stronger critics argue that multiculturalism is a basically divisive
concept that ultimately favours one community over another, fuelling competition and conflict. He also
suggests that the minority rights claims of indigenous people are necessarily different from those of
immigrants; consequently, different policies are needed to ensure justice. Surprisingly, however,
anthropologists have largely ignored the initial debate but see Gupta and Ferguson At the same time, the
anthropological tradition has virtually been ignored by the other disciplines engaged in such a debate. More
recently, Tariq Modood has argued that, although multicultural recognition might have its limits,
multiculturalism provides the basis for democratic citizenship and civic equality. Anthropological studies have
demonstrated the methodological and theoretical weaknesses of such an interpretation of cultures, and have
challenged the association of the distinctiveness of each culture with cultural closure. Significantly, as Gross
points out, modern democracies need to maintain the right balance between individual and collective spheres.
According to him, central to a democratic multi-ethnic state is the direct association of individuals, not groups
or corporations. In such a society, citizens carry at least two identities; universal and particular, the latter takes
most often the form of ethnic identity. Later, I shall expand on issues of citizenship that are raised by the
politics of multiculturalism and on the conflict between cultural identity and individual choice. For now, let
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me address the issue of the distinctiveness of cultures and the contribution of anthropology to an informed
approach to multiculturalism. Multiculturalism, or the Triumph of Relativism? Nineteenth century
anthropological definitions of culture have included morals, custom, law, arts, belief, knowledge and religion.
As an example of the complexity of anthropological analysis of culture and ethnic boundaries, see Barth Such
rules and standards make the actions of the individual intelligible to the other members of that society or group
of individuals. He suggests that a processual concept should be added, whereby culture, as a constantly
changing entity, only exists in the act of being performed. Of course, reality is more complex than
ideal-typical definitions would lead us to believe. The anthropological debate does indeed bring to light two
interrelated questions that are of particular significance to the study of multiculturalism. The other relates to
the cultural variations that exist in a given society, raising the issue of cultural pluralism. In an attempt to
disentangle the complexity of this framework, it is now necessary to expand on the development of the
anthropological concept of culture. I shall start by bringing to mind the intellectual trajectory, in anthropology,
from an evolutionist approach â€” according to which some cultures are inferior to others â€” to the position
that all cultures are of equal value. Theorized in the late nineteenth century by Boas , and further developed by
his students see, especially Benedict , this egalitarian principle led many anthropologists to embrace cultural
relativism. According to Marcus and Fisher , cultural relativism was in part a response to Western
ethnocentrism, against which many anthropologists reacted by investing themselves with the duty to salvage
those cultural forms that they saw threatened by global Westernization. Needless to say, such a challenge to
the concept of society implicitly denies relevance to the aforementioned definitions of culture. According to
Boas, being of equal value, cultures should be studied from a neutral point of view. He rejected the
evolutionary classifications of cultures and their attendant ethnocentric value judgements. The implications of
such a misconception are particularly relevant to the contemporary debate on multiculturalism. The
popularization of cultural relativism after World War II was somehow a reaction to such historical events as
Nazism, and to colonialism, ethnocentrism and racism more generally. There is indeed a fundamental flaw to
moral relativism, tellingly encapsulated by the conundrum, should liberal democratic societies condone
everything â€” including conquest, genocide, discrimination, denial of freedom and civil rights â€” because of
their underlying cultural values, or should they fight such events on the basis of their liberal principles of
tolerance, justice and civil rights? In his view, multiculturalism could lead to a disguised form of apartheid. He
especially questioned the validity of particularist multiculturalism and its approach to the alleged preservation
of cultural differences. Bhikhu Parekh has argued that liberalism is intolerant of non-Western cultures.
According to Parris, particularistic multiculturalism could dangerously lead to the radicalization of cultural
differences and the creation of cultural ghettoes, as opposed to encouraging true political recognition.
Similarly, in April , Trevor Phillips, the Chairman of the Commission for Racial Equality raised controversy
as he was widely reported saying that the term multiculturalism should be scrapped BBC News ; he further
argued that tolerance for diversity has led to the further isolation of some communities and has identified
multiculturalism as a reason for the lack of integration of some minority groups in British society. Moreover,
many fundamental rights â€” civil, minority, ethnic and human, to name just a few â€” seem to clash under its
umbrella; the protection of the rights of a specific group is received as a tyrannical dictate by others. Does this
mean that after all multiculturalism is a disguised form of dictatorship; specifically, the dictatorship of
relativism? Multiculturalism and Substantive Citizenship Multiculturalism is above all a descriptive concept.
To this extent, Italy, perhaps more than France or Britain, could be regarded as traditionally a culturally
pluralist country, where administrative districts like the province of Bolzano South Tyrol are granted a special
statute in order to preserve linguistic diversity. The contributions offered in this volume address from different
ethnographic viewpoints the intellectual challenges that I have outlined. I shall discuss this sociologically
significant distinction in a later section. In contrast, recent legislation has stirred up a resurgence of ethnicity,
which is fostering the creation of new social boundaries. The positive discrimination engendered by such
legislation creates new forms of inequality, as it gives access to privileges social, cultural, political and
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economic to selected minorities. In line with the point made by Joppke and Lukes , this ethnography shows
that granting special rights or privileged treatment to minority groups not only may fuel inter-minority
competition and resentment from members of the majority; more crucially, such course of action can seriously
undermine the integrative function of citizenship. In his study of the Naples situation, Pardo shows how the
contradictions that emerge from these new forms of inequalities tend to be expediently glossed over in what he
describes as a problematic economic and political environment. Pardo examines the interaction between native
people and legal and illegal immigrants in the context of a substantially weak relationship between citizenship
and governance. Stressing the need for further empirical research into the legitimacy and morality of
governance and legislation, his ethnographic analysis brings out both the existing inequalities among native
people and the impact of immigration on the tension between tolerance and toleration. Significantly, Pardo
shows that the failed integration of immigrants must be understood in a broader sociological framework that is
marked by the failed full integration of a large proportion of the native population. We should ask, therefore,
whether multiculturalism not only as a theory but, more crucially, as a political practice does promote equality
of opportunity. In other words, we should ask whether the protection of minorities or, more generally, of
cultural diversity alone eliminate discrimination. Crucially, taking into account the social, political and
economic integration of all groups in any given society raises fundamental issues of substantive citizenship.
As I argue elsewhere , citizenship not only defines legal and social status but also the standard parameters for
political identity and the requirements of duties and the expectations of rights. Indeed, Canada makes a
particularly enlightening case in the study of contemporary multiculturalism. Initially set up to deal with the
French-speaking minority, the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism soon realized that any
Government Act could not ignore the grievances of indigenous people and of those Canadians of neither
English or French descent at the time, these were mainly immigrants from Western and Southern Europe.
Thus, following the first Multicultural Act of , Canada abandoned its vision of hyphenated bilingual and
bicultural society, and was officially declared an unhyphenated multicultural society. At the same time, native
ethnic groups successfully claimed economic privileges. Fong suggests that the existing legislation is
incapable of accommodating both the needs of the new immigrants and the needs of Canadian society as a
whole. In contrast, Kymlicka appears to restrict multicultural citizenship to territorial homeland minorities;
non-territorial groups, which inevitably include immigrants, would have no place in such a multicultural
vision. Based on equal and individual citizenship, that campaign for civil rights advocated equality for all
members of the US, regardless of race, religion or colour. However, Baumann points to two transformations of
the underlying logic of the civil rights movement of the s, both of which run counter to individual citizenship
rights; 13 As exemplified by the cases of Australia, India, China and many South American countries, the
principle of establishing policies of economic support to or privileges for indigenous ethnic minorities has
been applied in different ways in different countries. Very often, such policies are seen as unfair
discrimination against the ethnic majority. Apart from excluding so-called non- or half-ethnic individuals and
non-believers, these two transformations have brought about various forms of positive discrimination,
whereby people are accorded rights solely because of their religion or ethnicity. Baumann argues that such
positive discrimination has led to the separation of the ethnic communities from the state as a whole.
Consequently, they risk being seen as either problem groups or pampered minorities. Marked by a mixture of
affirmative action and recognition of and respect for any form of diversity, the US contemporary situation is
complicated by the process of transnationalism. In their chapter, they persuasively argue that the transnational
family is a most significant aspect of diaspora populations; because of increasing globalization and migration
for economic reasons, it has become much more important than it was in the past. Rubel and Rossman
examine families that have experienced a diaspora and the various kinds of ties that migrants maintain with
their kinsmen in the homeland. Among Tongans, Dominicans, Sikhs, Chinese, Pakistanis and Indians, the
nature of the transnational family is found to vary in relation to the nature of the social structure characteristic
of the homeland. Addressing a key issue in anthropology, Rubel and Rossman demonstrate that kinship
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structure plays an important role in determining the nature and degree of integration of these ethnic groups.
Such a policy is now widely adopted in many Western countries, including Britain. However, even those who
initially welcomed such an initiative have subsequently pointed out its limitations Grillo Of course, the
broader the appeal the lower the common denominator. On the one hand, individuals wish to maintain a sense
of belonging, of a collective identity and, most significantly, they do not want to be stigmatized for this. On
the other hand, they also seek to achieve a degree of personal freedom and do not want to be restricted in their
choices by some superimposed obligation.
5: Entrepreneurialism in Naples: Formality and Informality | Italo Pardo - www.enganchecubano.com
These ethnographic case studies address multicultural(ism) in everyday life in urban settings. They look at the
intersections and relationships between cultural groups rather than taking a single ethnic group as a focus and address
multiculturalism in relation to employment, identity, consumption, education, language and legislation.
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While the anthropological field initially shied away from the debate on multiculturalism, it has been widely discussed
within the fields of political theory, social policy, cultural studies and law.
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Here, I heed this analytical sine qua non in order to develop a better view of current economic processes (Dilley, R. ed. ;
Roy and N. AlSayyad eds ; Galemba ) and, more broadly, of key dynamics of legitimacy and legality (Pardo ed. ) in the
relationship between citizenship and governance (Holston ; Pardo and Prato eds
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